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Introduction {#sec1}
============

SARS-CoV-2 is the newest coronavirus to cross into the human population ([@bib43]; [@bib49]). Millions of infections have been diagnosed ([@bib41]); however, the number of asymptomatic carriers is likely to far exceed these numbers ([@bib27]). Although the rapid spread of SARS-CoV-2, even during the asymptomatic phase of this infection, is alarming, more harrowing is our inability to predict disease trajectories among symptomatic individuals. In the absence of therapeutic agents and vaccines as countermeasures for this infection, there is an urgent need to begin to map the evolution of immunity to the pathogen to guide patient care and future immune interventions.

Although antibody responses and T cells have been linked to disease resolution ([@bib12]), and neutralizing antibodies have been demonstrated to block infection in small-animal models ([@bib33]), little is known about the antibody features that are important for protection. Neutralizing antibodies develop in the majority of SARS- and MERS-infected individuals ([@bib11]; [@bib16]); however, the virus can mutate to overcome these antibody responses ([@bib22]; [@bib36]). Passive immunization studies with neutralizing and poorly neutralizing antibodies have shown protection in lethal MERS infection in mice ([@bib47], [@bib48]), suggesting that the neutralizing and extra-neutralizing functions of antibodies may play a critical role in control and resolution of disease. Moreover, recent studies have found lower neutralization titers in younger individuals and higher neutralization among individuals with severe disease ([@bib42]; [@bib40]), suggesting that antibodies may depend on additional mechanisms to clear the virus.

Antibody dynamics during the acute window of infection have been linked to differential outcomes across infections, including HIV ([@bib38]), influenza ([@bib14]), and Ebola virus infection ([@bib34]). Specifically, selection of specific antibody subclasses and functional profiles is heavily influenced by inflammatory cascades and may not only forecast disease outcomes but also point to antibody mechanisms of action vital in early pathogen control and clearance. However, whether identifiable antibody functional profiles across SARS-CoV-2 antigen specificities evolve early following infection and track differentially with disease outcome is unknown. In this study, we assembled two cross-sectional sample sets of SARS-CoV-2-infected individuals at the time of hospital admission to begin to comprehensively profile the evolution of the early SARS-CoV-2 S-specific response and to define antibody features that are predictive of disease outcome. Through this analysis, we found that deceased and convalescent individuals present different humoral profiles, with a more spike (S)-focused response in individuals who convalesced and a stronger nucleocapsid (N)-specific response in individuals who succumbed to disease.

Results {#sec2}
=======

Early SARS-CoV-2 Antibody Profiles in Individuals Who Ultimately Convalesce or Pass Away {#sec2.1}
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Across infectious diseases, pathogen-specific antibodies can serve as biomarkers of infection and aid with early control and clearance of infection by blocking host-pathogen interactions and/or recruiting innate immune functions ([@bib19]). To investigate whether early SARS-CoV-2-specific humoral immune responses differ across individuals who ultimately recover or die from infection, a cohort of 22 hospitalized SARS-CoV-2-infected individuals, of whom 12 recovered and 10 died, was profiled. Samples were collected at hospital admission; all individuals were recruited within the first 20 days following symptom onset ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"} ; [Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) at the University of Washington, Seattle, one of the earlier epicenters in the United States ([@bib23]). Population demographics largely resemble those reported previously ([@bib6]), including elevated numbers of elderly men in the subset of individuals who died.Table 1Demographics of the SARS-CoV-2 Cohort from SeattleCharacteristicsConvalescent (n = 12)Deceased (n = 10)Female sex -- no. (%)4 (33.3)3 (30)**Age Range -- No. (%)**Younger than 493 (25)1 (10)50-594 (33.3)0 (0)60-694 (33.3)2 (20)70-790 (0)4 (40)80 and older1 (8.3)3 (30)**Race or Ethnic Group -- No (%)**Asian2 (16.7)1 (10)Black0 (0)1 (10)White9 (75)7 (70)Missing data1 (8.3)1 (10)Median days from onset of symptoms to sample collection (IQR)[a](#tblfn1){ref-type="table-fn"}13.5 (15--8)7 (12--5)Median days spent in ICU (IQR)[b](#tblfn2){ref-type="table-fn"}13 (15--9)13(14--9)Median viral load (IQR)[c](#tblfn3){ref-type="table-fn"}28.3 (30.4--26.5)26.4 (28.375--21.725)**Interventions -- No./Total No. (%)**Chloroquines6/12 (50)7/10 (70)Remdesivir9/12 (75)7/10 (70)Tocilizumab3/12 (25)0/10 (0)Antibiotics8/12 (66.7)8/10 (80)**Consequences of Disease -- No./Total No. (%)**Acute respiratory distress syndrome5/12 (41.7)6/10 (60)Non-ST-elevation myocardial infarction1/12 (41.7)5/10 (50)[^3][^4][^5]

To profile the SARS-CoV-2-specific humoral immune response, we performed systems serology to determine the biophysical and functional characteristics of SARS-CoV-2-specific antibodies that recognize the SARS-CoV-2 S, the S-derived receptor-binding domain (RBD), and N. Titers of SARS-CoV-2-specific isotypes and subclasses, Fcγ-receptor binding profiles, neutralization, as well as antigen-specific innate effector functions were measured. Heterogeneous responses were observed across both populations ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"} A; [Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), and convalescents did not appear to possess quantitatively superior immune responses that could explain their different later disease course. Univariate analyses further confirmed that no significant differences were observed in SARS-CoV-2-specific immunoglobulin G1 (IgG1) or IgA1 titers across S, RBD, and N ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B and 1C; [Figure S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Conversely, subtle distribution differences were observed for SARS-CoV-2-specific IgM responses, with a slight shift toward higher S-specific IgM among survivors and a trend toward increased N-specific IgM responses among individuals who died ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C). Functional antibody profiles displayed similar distributions across the cohorts for antibody-dependent cellular phagocytosis (ADCP) ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D) and neutralization ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}G). Surprisingly, RBD-specific, antibody-mediated natural killer (NK) cell degranulation (NKD) and antibody-dependent neutrophil phagocytosis (ADNP), both driven by the related Fcγ-receptors FcγR3A and FcγR3B, respectively, trended toward increases among individuals who died ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D--1F). Antibody measurements were influenced minimally by time since symptom onset ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), suggesting equivalent evolution of humoral immune responses across groups. However, no single antibody feature could discriminate between the groups.Figure 1Heterogeneity in Antibody Responses across SARS-CoV-2 Antigens in Individuals Who Recover or Pass Away22 plasma samples from SARS-CoV-2 infected individuals were profiled at the time of hospitalization against SARS-CoV-2 S, RBD, and N antigens.(A) The heatmap shows the humoral immune responses across individuals who later passed away (deceased) or recovered (convalescent). The heatmap is split by SARS-CoV-2 S, RBD, and N antigens. Rows correspond to individuals. Columns correspond to antibody features (background subtracted and *Z*-scored), including neutralization, isotype, subclass, and antibody effector functions. High responses are shown in red, and low responses are depicted in blue.(B--G): Violin plots show the distribution of each antibody feature split across convalescent (purple) and deceased (orange) individuals across antigens. The dashed gray line indicates the median value of each distribution. A two-sided Mann-Whitney *U* test was used to calculate uncorrected p values. No significance was detected after a Holm-Bonferroni correction for multiple hypothesis testing.

Differences in Antibody Profile Coordination between Groups {#sec2.2}
-----------------------------------------------------------

Beyond univariate differences, emerging data point to a critical role of humoral immune response coordination as a predictor of protection in some infections ([@bib1]; [@bib5]). Given the polyclonal nature of the early humoral immune response, multiple functions or features may simultaneously contribute to differential control and clearance of infection. Correlation matrices split by group were used to examine the relationships between antibody isotypes or subclasses and antibody-dependent effector functions across the groups ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"} A). Within both groups, isotypes and subclasses were highly correlated. Conversely, the relationship between isotype or subclass and functions differed across the two populations. Stronger correlations between titers and functions were observed in convalescent individuals ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). Disparities were observed in NK cell and neutralizing antibody coordination between the two groups. Although not significant, individuals who died exhibited correlated isotype or subclass responses with monocyte and neutrophil phagocytosis but negative and generally poorer correlations of NK cell-activating and complement-recruiting antibody responses with all other functions([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A), suggesting that individuals who pass away develop a functionally biased humoral immune response. Although IgG1 responses were associated with all functions across the individuals who later died, diversified isotype and subclass responses were largely inversely correlated with antibody-dependent complement deposition (ADCD) and NK cell functions. This observation suggests that these individuals leverage isotype and subclass diversification in a manner that may preclude full deployment of the humoral immune response.Figure 2Deceased Individuals Showed Less Coordinated and N-Directed Antibody Responses(A) The correlation heatmap shows pairwise Spearman correlation matrices of antigen-specific antibody titers and effector functions for convalescent (left) and deceased (right) patients. For each feature analyzed, the bar covers the S, RBD, and N antigens, shown in the legend on the right. Statistical significance is indicated by gray asterisks with Holm-Bonferroni correction for multiple hypothesis testing (p \< 0.001). Negative correlations are indicated in blue, and positive correlations are denoted in red.(B) The Nightingale rose plots show the mean percentile of antibody features within the deceased (top) and convalescent (bottom) groups. Plots represent the S-, RBD-, and N-specific responses across deceased (top) and convalescent (bottom) individuals. Each wedge represents a SARS-CoV-2 antibody feature. The size of the wedge depicts the magnitude of the value. The colors represent the type of feature: orange, antibody functions; purple, antibody isotypes and subclasses.

Conversely, convalescents overall displayed a more uniform correlation profile across subclass and isotype responses and antibody effector function. However, although neutralizing antibody responses were co-induced with isotype and subclass and effector functions among individuals who died, neutralizing antibody responses were largely inversely correlated with all antibody responses among individuals who recovered, suggesting a divergent evolution of the antigen-binding and constant domain of the antibody across these populations. These data highlight multiple early functional differences in SARS-CoV-2-specific humoral immunity between the groups.

To further probe the overall humoral profile between groups, the mean percentile of each antibody metric was determined across SARS-CoV-2 antigen specificities for both populations ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). Nightingale rose plots reveal that deceased individuals exhibited a more N-focused humoral immune response compared with the S-centric response elicited among convalescents. In particular, higher S-specific ADCD, ADNP, and ADCP and enhanced IgG1, IgA1, and IgM responses were observed among survivors. In contrast, S-specific NK cell-activating responses were enriched in the deceased. Unexpectedly, RBD-specific responses were largely enriched among individuals who passed away, with the exception of RBD-specific monocyte phagocytosis, which was enriched among individuals who survived. These data point to antigen-specific and antibody-effector differences early in infection that differ by clinical trajectory.

Defining Signatures that Differentiate Disease Trajectory {#sec2.3}
---------------------------------------------------------

Given the unique correlation and immunodominance profiles across the groups ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A and 2B), we next aimed to define whether a minimal set of features could be identified that could segregate individuals with different clinical outcomes. To this end, feature down-selection was performed to avoid overfitting, followed by partial least-squares discriminant analysis (PLSDA) to visualize differences ([@bib25]). Despite the small numbers, separation was observed across the groups ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} A). All antibody features as well as sex and interventions ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) were included in the analysis, and as few as 5 features were sufficient to drive separation across the subjects ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A and 3B). S-specific IgM and IgA1 responses were enriched in survivors, whereas N-specific complement activity (ADCD), IgM, and IgA1 titers were enriched in individuals who died. These data likely relate to the immunodominant shift toward S in convalescent individuals and toward N in deceased individuals ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}B). Model performance was evaluated using leave-one-out cross-validation to test the significance of the model using different sets of subjects and to test outlier effects. The model clearly outperformed (Cliff's Δ) permuted and size-matched random controls ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C). Moreover, sensitivity analysis, evaluating model performance with removal of individual outliers, highlighted the minimal effect of any given individual ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). Furthermore, individual model features only possessed modest predictive power in resolving the groups, but collectively, combining all 5 features in latent variable 1 (LV1) exhibited improved predictive accuracy ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}D). Confounding features, such as days since symptom onset, sex, age, and viral load, were also overlayed on the PLSDA score plot ([Figures S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B--S3F), highlighting the limited capacity of any of these features to distinguish individuals who convalesced or died. Furthermore, at individual levels, these demographic factors were poorly predictive of disease outcome, underperforming classification compared with the LV1 classification model ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}G). Thus, a minimal set of SARS-CoV-2 humoral profiles, rather than demographic information, appears to significantly resolve individuals who die from those who recover.Figure 3Select Antibody Features Distinguish Convalescent and Deceased Individuals(A) The PLSDA score plot shows the degree of discrimination that was achievable across the groups following feature-down selection. Each dot represents an individual: convalescent (purple) and deceased (orange). Ellipses correspond to the 95% confidence intervals for each group.(B) The line graph shows the variable importance in projection (VIP) score of the selected features. As few as 5 features were required to separate the groups. The magnitude indicates the importance of the feature in driving separation in the model. The color of the feature corresponds to the group in which the feature is enriched.(C) The violin plots show the distributions of repeated classification accuracy tests using the actual data, shuffled labels, and randomly selected size-matched features, illustrating the performance and robustness of the model. Green squares indicate the median accuracies.(D) The predictive power of the model built on the selected features is shown in the LV1 column. In addition, the predictive power of each individual selected feature is represented in gray. The predictive power is illustrated as the area under the curve (AUC) of the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curves for the model (LV1) or each feature alone.(E) The radar plot shows the *Z*-scored univariate values of the selected features across both groups.(F) The correlation network illustrates the co-correlated features (small nodes) that are significantly correlated with the model-selected features (large nodes). Edge transparency corresponds to correlation strength. Antigens are indicated by different colors (S, teal; N, gray; RBD, black).

Given that the feature down-selection algorithm selects a minimal set of features to avoid overfitting, a co-correlates network was used to explore additional features that may distinguish these two groups ([Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}F). A larger set of co-correlates can help provide mechanistic clues related to the immunologic mechanisms by which antibodies contribute to control and clearance of infection. Thus, a co-correlate network was built, highlighting the relationship of model-selected features (large nodes) with additional highly correlated features (smaller nodes). Features enriched among individuals who later died included N-specific IgM and IgA2, which were linked to a large number of additional N- and RBD-specific poorly functional antibody features. For example, correlates of risk were linked to induction of less functional IgG subclasses, IgG2 and IgG4, pointing to early rise of dysregulated or less functional humoral immune responses as biomarkers or even drivers of ineffective control or clearance of infection. Conversely, S-specific IgM titers, enriched in convalescent individuals, were correlated with functional S-specific IgG3 responses, RBD-specific IgM, and S-specific monocyte and neutrophil phagocytosis. Moreover, S-specific IgA1 responses, also enriched among convalescents, were linked to RBD-specific complement activation (ADCD) and S-, RBD-, and N-specific FcγR2A binding, the Fcγ receptor involved in phagocytosis. Given our emerging appreciation of the role of complement and phagocytosis in vaccine-mediated protection against SARS-CoV-2 ([@bib45]), these data potentially argue for a similar role of these functions in natural protection against disease. Moreover, the data also highlight the potential importance of a less N-focused but more functional S-specific phagocytic response as an early correlate of recovery from infection.

Validation of the Skewed S-Specific Response in Convalescents {#sec2.4}
-------------------------------------------------------------

Collectively, the data point to a shift in immunodominance of S versus N functional antibody responses. To test this hypothesis, we next compared the overall ratio of S:N-specific antibody isotypes, subclasses, and functions across the groups ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} A; [Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A). As expected, several antibody features were selectively biased toward S immunity in convalescents compared with individuals who later died, including IgM, ADCP, ADNP, and ADCD. Whether these effects were exclusive to this group of individuals from Seattle or could be generalized was next addressed in a second, larger cohort of acutely infected individuals from Boston, of whom 20 individuals convalesced and 20 died. Similar to the Seattle cohort, the Boston samples were profiled in the first 20 days following symptom onset ([Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"} ). Similar to the Seattle discovery cohort, although differences were observed in S- and N-specific immune responses at a univariate level, none passed multiple hypothesis correction ([Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B). However, when S:N ratios were compared across features, convalescent individuals exhibited a bias toward elevated S-specific humoral immunity compared with N-specific immunity, in contrast to individuals who later passed away ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B; [Figure S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). Thus, to ultimately capture the extent of S:N skewing across the groups, the number of features that had greater S than N responses were summed across convalescents and deceased individuals and compared within each cohort ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}A and 4B). In both cohorts, a significant enrichment of S:N immunity was observed in convalescents ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C). Therefore, these findings suggest that a consistent overall shift in S:N immunity early in SARS-CoV-2 infection may have a protective role and aid in recovery from severe disease.Figure 4Converging Shift in Immunity across a Second Acute Infection Cohort(A and B) The Nightingale rose plots show the mean percentile of the spike:nucleocapsid (S:N) ratio of each readout are depicted for (A) the Seattle or discovery cohort and (B) the Boston or validation cohort for convalescents (left) and deceased (right). Titers are shown as pink wedges and functions as blue wedges.(C) The whisker boxplots show the number of S features that are greater than their N counterparts for all individuals in the Seattle or discovery cohort (left) and the Boston or validation cohort (right). Differences across the 2 groups were assessed using a one-sided Mann-Whitney *U* test.Table 2Demographics of the SARS-CoV-2 Cohort from BostonCharacteristicsConvalescent (N = 20)Deceased (N = 20)Female sex -- no. (%)6 (30)6 (30)Age (IQR)56 (63--45)78 (81.5--68)Median days from onset of symptoms to sample collection (IQR)9 (14.25--7.5)8.5 (12--6)

Discussion {#sec3}
==========

Cellular and humoral immune responses have been linked to protection against several coronaviruses ([@bib26]). Importantly, antibodies are pathogen-specific markers of exposure, serve as powerful biomarkers of disease activity, and often point to immunological mechanisms of protection able to guide therapeutic or vaccine development ([@bib19]). By deeply profiling the SARS-CoV-2 humoral immune response early in infection, here we defined a unique SARS-CoV-2-specific humoral signature associated with later disease outcomes. A combination of five SARS-CoV-2-specific antibody measurements was sufficient to distinguish individuals with different disease trajectories in a cohort from Seattle, including antibody measurements to S and N, with an overall enhanced S-centric response in individuals who recovered from infection. S-specific phagocytic and complement activity were enriched early in individuals who recovered from infection. This signature was confirmed in a second, larger SARS-CoV-2 infection cohort from Boston, where convalescent individuals exhibited a higher S:N ratio in their humoral immune response. These data point to early diverging humoral immune responses that may mark more effective immunity and suggest that functional antibodies directed against S might be beneficial for SARS-CoV-2 disease trajectory.

In SARS-CoV-1 and SARS-CoV-2 infection, N is highly immunogenic, with N-specific humoral immune responses arising concurrently with S-specific humoral immunity ([@bib28]; [@bib35]; [@bib37]). However, immunization of hamsters with a vector expressing N offered no protection against SARS-CoV-2 challenge despite a strong anti-N response, whereas immunization with the same vector expressing S protected hamsters against challenge ([@bib9]). It is estimated that 100 copies of S and 1,000 copies of N are incorporated into each virion ([@bib4]), suggesting that 10-fold more N may be produced compared with S during infection to effectively generate viral progeny. Because of the high amounts of N, N-directed responses may be indicative of higher disease burden and increased antigen exposure. However, the similarity in viral loads between individuals who recovered and those who died does not support this hypothesis. Rather, the data point to compromised evolution of S immunity in individuals who later pass away. The potential beneficial role of S-targeted immunity in viral control is reinforced in new studies in non-human primates (NHPs), demonstrating elevated and robust functional humoral immune responses to S, rather than RBD and N, following primary infection that were associated with protection upon re-exposure to the virus ([@bib10]).

It is well known that the timing of sampling may influence humoral profiles, where sampling time could result in comparison of immature versus mature immune responses. Despite the sampling differences in the group, comparable titers were observed across convalescents and individuals who ultimately passed away. Moreover, similar overall functional profiles were also observed, suggesting that the humoral immune responses were comparable in magnitude across the two groups. Additional analysis of the influence of sampling time on the spread of the antibody profiles in the PLSDA highlighted a minimal influence of time from symptoms on overall antibody profile variation, and the time of sampling exhibited a minimal predictive power in classifying individuals into convalescents or deceased. However, longitudinal analyses will be illuminating, providing further information regarding the evolving humoral immune response that tracks with protection from infection.

Emerging data point to higher mortality among the elderly and across genders ([@bib21]). Along these lines, individuals who passed away were, on average, older than those who convalesced. Age can have a profound effect on immune function, and although this study was not suited to explore the relationship between age, outcome, and humoral responses, future larger studies across age groups could provide insights into the differential susceptibility among the elderly. However, the effect of age, sex, and viral load illustrated a minimal influence of each of these variables on the overall variability of the humoral immune responses. Additionally, the individual predictive power of these demographic variables was lower than the predictive power of the model-selected antibody features (LV1).

Although S-specific antibodies able to recruit NK cell activity were expanded in individuals who passed away, pointing to a potentially negative influence of NK cells, coordination of NK cell and phagocytic activity was enriched among convalescents. These seemingly contradictory data point to the potential importance of synergy between innate immune effector functions. Although NK cells have been implicated in protection ([@bib29]; [@bib24]; [@bib39]) and pathology ([@bib15]), it is possible that the evolution of antibodies able to harness the cytotoxic power of NK cells to eliminate infected or phagocytic cells may play a critical role in elimination and clearance of the infection. Interestingly, this coordination was associated with the synergistic evolution of a broader isotype- and subclass-specific response among convalescents. However, whether additional changes in antibody-Fc-glycosylation also contribute to this unique functionalization of antibody isotypes and subclasses, enabling coordination, remains unclear but could point to promising target immune profiles that may confer the greatest level of protection against the virus.

Limitations of Study {#sec3.1}
--------------------

There are a number of limitations in this study. First, because these samples were collected early during the COVID-19 pandemic in the United States, the Seattle study included a small number of participants, and the groups were not age- or sex-matched. Confounding factors such as timing of sampling, sex, and age are known to influence SARS-CoV-2 infection and disease trajectory. Although antibody profiles clearly segregated individuals who survived compared with those who did not survive, more limited variation in antibody profiles was observed across age, sex, viral load, and days from symptom onset. However, among the co-morbidities, age was the second major driver of variation in antibody profiles, pointing a potentially critical role of age-associated defects in Fc variation that may contribute to altered antiviral immunity to SARS-CoV-2 and beyond. The larger validation cohort from Boston identified a similar humoral signature that discriminated survivors from non-survivors, highlighting the conserved nature of this immunological signature independent of demographic characteristics. Although this study only attempted to understand the humoral disparities between convalescent and deceased individuals in a cohort of severely infected individuals, future studies may attempt to define humoral profiles able to further classify individuals across the clinical trajectory spectrum ranging from asymptomatic to severe disease.

Collectively, the data presented here argue for the evolution of distinct antigen-specific and functional humoral immune responses early in SARS-CoV-2 disease. Although further analysis of longitudinal cohorts may provide more mechanistic insights into the specific role of antibodies in control and clearance of infection, here we validated an early functional humoral immune signature that appears to predict disease progression across two distinct cohorts. Linked to emerging animal model experiments, the correlates defined here may provide key mechanistic insights to guide therapeutic and vaccine design efforts.

STAR★Methods {#sec5}
============

Key Resources Table {#sec5.1}
-------------------

REAGENT or RESOURCESOURCEIDENTIFIER**Antibodies**anti-CD66b-Pacific blueBioLegendCAT\#: 305112APC-Cy7 Mouse Anti-Human CD16BD BiosciencesCAT\#557758; RRID:[AB_396853](rridsoftware:AB_396853){#interref45}CD56 PE-Cy7 Mouse Anti-Human CD56BD BiosciencesCAT\#557747PE MIP-1b Mouse anti-HumanBD BiosciencesCAT\#550078; RRID:[AB_393549](nif-antibody:AB_393549){#intref0010}Pacific Blue Mouse Anti-Human CD3BD BiosciencesCAT\#558117; RRID:[AB_1595437](rridsoftware:AB_1595437){#interref50}Anti-Human IgG (Fc specific), highly cross adsorbed-Peroxidase antibody produced in goatSigma-AldrichCAT\#: SAB3701283-1MGFITC Goat IgG anti-C3MP BiomedicalsCAT\#: 855385Mouse Anti-Human IgG1-Fc PESouthern BiotechCAT \# 9054-09Mouse Anti-Human IgG2-Fc PESouthern BiotechCAT \# 9060-09Mouse Anti-Human IgG3-Hinge PESouthern BiotechCAT \# 9210-09Mouse Anti-Human IgG4-Fc PESouthern BiotechCAT \# 9200-09Mouse Anti-Human IgA1-Fc PESouthern BiotechCAT \# 9130-09Mouse Anti-Human IgM-Fc PESouthern BiotechCAT \# 9020-09BV605 Mouse Anti-Human CD11bBD BiosciencesCAT\# 562721**Bacterial and Virus Strains**SARS-CoV-2-S pseudovirus with a luciferase reporterThis paper**Chemicals, Peptides, and Recombinant Proteins**SARS-CoV-2 SObtained from the lab of Dr. Eric FischerSARS-CoV-2 RBDObtained from the lab of Dr. Aaron SchmidtSARS-CoV-2 NAalto Bio ReagentsCAT \# CK 6404-bHuman Fc receptorsProduced at the Duke HumanVaccine Institute, {Boesch, 2014 \#15}Streptavidin-R-PhycoerythrinProzymeCAT\#:PJ31SFIX&Perm Cell Permeabilization KitLife TechCAT\#: GAS001S100, GAS002S100Brefeldin ASigma AldrichCAT\#: B7651GolgiStopBD BiosciencesCAT\#: 554724Luciferase Assay ReagentPromegaCAT\#: E1483**Critical Commercial Assays**BirA-500: BirA biotin-protein ligase standardreaction kitAvidityCAT\#: BirA500RosetteSep Human NK Cell Enrichment CocktailStem Cell TechnologiesCAT\#: 15065Steady-Glo Luciferase AssayPromegaCAT\#: E2510**Experimental Models: Cell Lines**THP-1 CellsATCCCAT\#: TIB-202; RRID: CVCL_0006**Recombinant DNA**psPAX2AIDS ReagentCAT\#11348pLenti-CMV Puro-LucAddgeneCAT\#17447pcDNA3.1-SARS CoV-2.SΔCTThis paperpcDNA3.1(-)-hACE2AddgeneCAT\# 1786**Software and Algorithms**GraphPad PrismGraphPad<https://www.graphpad.com/scientificsoftware/prism/>Intellicyt ForeCyt SoftwareSartorious<https://intellicyt.com/products/software/>Python programming languageVersion 3.6.8<https://www.python.org/>**Other**FluoSpheres NeutrAvidin-Labeled Microspheres, 1.0 μm, yellow-green fluorescent (505/515), 1% solidsInvitrogenCAT\#: F8776FluoSpheres NeutrAvidin-Labeled Microspheres, 1.0 μm, red fluorescent (505/515), 1% solidsInvitrogenCAT\#: F8775MagPlex microspheresLuminex corporationCAT\#: MC12001-01, MCI12040-01, MCI10077-01

Resource Availability {#sec5.2}
---------------------

### Lead Contact {#sec5.2.1}

Further information and requests for resources and reagents should be directed to and will be fulfilled by the Lead Contact, Galit Alter (<galter@partners.org>).

### Material Availability {#sec5.2.2}

This study did not generate new unique reagents.

### Data and Code Availability {#sec5.2.3}

The dataset generated during and/or analyzed during the current study have been made available in the supplemental material.

Experimental Model and Subject Details {#sec5.3}
--------------------------------------

### Sample set {#sec5.3.1}

Plasma samples from 22 SARS-CoV-2 patients from Seattle were profiled for anti-SARS-CoV-2 antibody responses ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}). Patients who tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 by real-time reverse-transcriptase--polymerase-chain-reaction (RT-PCR) of a nasopharyngeal swab were enrolled in the study upon hospital admission, and samples after admission were included in this study ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). All enrolled participants gave written, informed consent. The enrolled hospitalized 22 individuals were monitored over the course of their stay, and final outcomes were reported. 12 individuals convalesced and were healthy enough to be discharged, whereas 10 individuals died. Demographic information including age, race, and interventions are summarized across the two groups ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}; [Data S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

As a validation cohort, a cohort of 40 individuals from MGH in Boston were enrolled, all participants tested positive for SARS-CoV-2 by RT-PCR and they were monitored over their hospital stay. Samples at time of hospitalization were included in this study. Outcomes were reported as deceased or discharged. Demographics and clinical data for the validation cohort are summarized in [Table 2](#tbl2){ref-type="table"}.

All experimental data was performed in two technical and two biological (for primary cell assays) replicates and the average value was used throughout the study. This study was approved by the University of Washington Human Subjects Division Institutional Review Board.

### Primary Immune Cells {#sec5.3.2}

Primary immune cells were isolated from fresh peripheral blood from healthy human volunteers collected by the MGH Blood bank or the Ragon institute. The study was approved by the MGH Institutional Review Board. All subjects were over 18 years of age and provided informed consent. All samples were completely de-identified prior to use. Human NK cells and neutrophils isolated from fresh peripheral blood were cultured in RPMI supplemented with with 10% fetal bovine serum, L-glutamine, penicillin/streptomycin and maintained at 37°C, 5% CO~2~.

### Cell Lines {#sec5.3.3}

THP-1 cells (ATCC) were grown at 37°C, 5% CO~2~ in RPMI supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum, L-glutamine, penicillin/streptomycin and 0.01% b-mercaptoethanol.

Method Details {#sec5.4}
--------------

### Luminex {#sec5.4.1}

Antigen-specific antibody subclass, isotype, sialic acid, galactose and Fcγ-receptor (FcγR) binding levels were assessed using a 384-well based customized multiplexed Luminex assay, as previously described ([@bib8]) Relative antibody concentration was measured against a panel of SARS-CoV-2 antigens ([Data S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). SARS-CoV-2 RBD (kindly provided by Aaron Schmidt), SARS-CoV-2 nucleocapsid (N) protein (Aalto Bio Reagents), and SARS-CoV-2 spike protein (S) (kindly provided by Bing Chen) were used to profile the SARS-CoV-2-specific humoral immune response. Briefly, antigens were coupled by covalent NHS-ester linkages via EDC and NHS (Thermo Scientific) to fluorescent carboxyl- modified microspheres (Luminex). Antigen-coupled microspheres were then washed with an automated plate washer (Tecan) and incubated with plasma samples at an appropriate sample dilution (1:500 for IgG1 and all Fcγ- receptors, and 1:100 for all other readouts). Detection of antigen-specific antibody titers occurred using a PE-coupled detection antibody for each subclass and isotype (IgG, IgG1, IgG2, IgG3, IgG4, IgA1 and IgM, Southern Biotech), and Fc©-receptors were fluorescently labeled with PE before addition to immune complexes (FcγR2A, 2B, 3A, Duke Protein Production facility). For detection of sialic acid and galactose, fluorescein-labeled plant-based lectin detects, SNA and RCA (Vectorlabs) were added as detection reagents at a 1:100 (SNA) and 1:500 dilution (RCA). Plasma samples were acquired via flow cytometry, using an iQue (Intellicyt) and S-Lab robot (PAA). Analysis was done using ForeCyt software by gating on fluorescent bead regions and PE median fluorescent intensity (MFI) is reported as readout for antigen-specific antibody titers.

### Functional profiling {#sec5.4.2}

For the functional analysis of plasma samples, bead-based assays were used to quantify antibody-dependent cellular phagocytosis (ADCP), antibody-dependent neutrophil phagocytosis (ADNP) and antibody-dependent complement deposition (ADCD), as previously described ([@bib18]; [Data S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). Fluorescent streptavidin beads (Thermo Fisher) were coupled to biotinylated antigen SARS-CoV-2 RBD, N and S and incubated with diluted plasma (ADCP and ADNP 1:100, ADCD 1:10). For ADCP, THP-1 cells were added to the immune complexes and incubated for 16h at 37°C. For ADNP, primary neutrophils were isolated via negative selection (Stemcell) from whole blood. After 1h incubation at 37°C, neutrophils were stained with an anti-CD66b PacBlue detection antibody (Biolegend). For the ADCD assay, lyophilized guinea pig complement (Cedarlane) was resuspended according to manufacturer's instructions and diluted in gelatin veronal buffer with calcium and magnesium (Boston BioProducts). Post incubation, C3 was detected with Fluorescein-Conjugated Goat IgG Fraction to Guinea Pig Complement C3 (Mpbio).

For detection of antibody-dependent NK cell activity, an ELISA-based approach was used, as described ([@bib7]). Briefly, plates were coated with 2 μg/mL of antigen (as mentioned above) and samples were added at a 1:50 dilution and incubated for 2h at 37°C. NK cells were isolated the day prior via RosetteSep (Stem Cell Technologies) from healthy buffy coats and rested overnight in 1 ng/ml IL-15 (Stemcell). NK cells were incubated with immune complexes for 5h at 37°C with a staining cocktail containing CD107a PE-Cy5 (BD), Golgi stop (BD) and Brefeldin A (BFA, Sigma Aldrich). Post NK cell incubation, cells were fixed (Perm A, Life Tech) and stained for surface markers with anti-CD16 APC-Cy7 (BD), anti-CD56 PE-Cy7 (BD) and anti-CD3 PacBlue (BD) while fixing. Post permeabilization with Perm B (Life Tech) and anti-MIP-1β PE (BD) antibodies were used for intracellular staining. All assays were acquired via flow cytometry with an iQue (Intellicyt) and an S-Lab robot (PAA). For ADCP, events were gated on bead-positive cells, whereas neutrophils were defined as CD66b positive followed by gating on bead-positive neutrophils. A phagocytosis score was calculated for ADCP and ADNP as (percentage of bead-positive cells) x (MFI of bead-positive cells) divided by 10000. ADCD was reported as MFI of C3 deposition. NK cells were defined as CD3-, CD16+ and CD56+. Data were reported as percentage of cells positive for CD107a or MIP-1β.

### Pseudovirus Neutralization Antibody Assay {#sec5.4.3}

The 2019-nCoV pseudoviruses expressing a luciferase reporter gene were generated as described previously ([Data S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}) ([@bib44]). Briefly, the packaging construct psPAX2 (Cat\# 11348, AIDS Reagent), luciferase reporter plasmid pLenti-CMV Puro-Luc (Cat\# 17447, Addgene) and Spike protein expressing pcDNA3.1-SARS CoV-2.SΔCT were co-transfected into HEK293T cells at ratio of 1:1:0.5 by Calcium phosphate transfection method. The supernatants containing the pseudotype viruses were collected 48 hours post-transfection and filtered by 0.45-μm filter. The viruses were stored at −80°C freezer till use. To determine the neutralization activity of the antisera from vaccinated animals, HEK293T cells were first transfected with pcDNA3.1(-)-hACE2 (Cat\# 1786, Addgene). 12 hours post transfection; the HEK293T/hACE2 cells were seeded at 96-well tissue culture plate at density of 2.00E+04 cells/well overnight. Heat (56°C, 30 min) inactivated antisera were twofold serial diluted and mixed with 50μl of pseudoviruses. The mixture was incubated at 37°C incubator for 1 hour before adding into HEK293T/hACE2 cells in 96-well plates. Six hours after infection, the cell culture medium was replenished with fresh DMEM (supplemented with 2% FBS). Forty-eight hours after infection, cells were lysed in Steady-Glo Luciferase Assay (Promega). A standard quantity of cell lysate was used in a luciferase assay with luciferase assay reagent (Promega) according to the manufacturer's protocol.

Quantification and Statistical Analysis {#sec5.5}
---------------------------------------

All analyses were performed using python version 3.6.8 with statistical and machine learning packages ([@bib31]). Networks were visualized in Cytoscape. Raw data are available in supplementary information.

### Classification of Convalescent and Deceased Groups {#sec5.5.1}

The classification models were trained to distinguish convalescent and deceased groups with a minimal set of features, to avoid overfitting. PBS controls was subtracted from all features, Fc array features were log transformed, and all data was scaled and centered. Antibody features including sex and interventions ([Table 1](#tbl1){ref-type="table"}) were included the selection process, and covariates were binarized and scaled and center prior to analysis.

The models were built using a backward feature elimination for selection and then classified using the minimal set of features which maximize accuracy ([@bib20]; [@bib32]). Models were trained and tested in a fivefold cross-validation framework using random stratified sampling to ensure that both groups are represented in each group. Within each fold, samples were further subdivided into four sets for each iterative fold-specific elimination. A partial least-squares discriminant analysis (PLS) classifier was then trained using the fold-specific selected features to predict the test set. Multiple iterations of fold specific feature selections were performed to obtain a single model. This process was repeated over twenty replicates and convergent correlates were observed ([@bib1]).

Performance and robustness of the model was contrasted with negative control models constructed from permuted data and randomly selected size-matched features, with multiple iterations of fivefold cross-validation used to generate classification accuracies. These control models were generated 100 times. The permuted control was generated in the same process as above shuffling labels randomly for each repetition. Size-matched features were chosen at random for each cross-validation step within each repetition. Predicted and true outcomes were compared to determine accuracy. Robustness was defined as the effect size of the distributions (Cliff's Δ), and the exact P values of the tail probabilities of the true distributions within the control distributions. Reported are the median p values across twenty independent cross-validation replicates ([@bib30]).

### Correlation Networks {#sec5.5.2}

Correlation networks were constructed to visualize the additional humoral immune features that were significantly linked to the selected minimal biomarkers, to provide enhanced insights into the biological mechanisms by which antibodies may provide protection following infection. In brief, antibody features that were significantly correlated with a Holms-Bonferroni correction to the final selected PLS model selected-features were defined as co-correlates. Significant spearman correlations above a threshold of \|r\| \> 0.5 were visualized within the networks.

### Sensitivity Analysis {#sec5.5.3}

Using the selected features from the original model a new PLSDA model was trained excluding a single outlier at a time in a fivefold cross validation framework. This process was repeated three times, each time generating a unique ROC curve as the top 3 individual outliers were removed. Using these cross validated ROC curves the mean performance and variation were assessed and are summarized as area under curve.

### Ratio Based Analyses {#sec5.5.4}

In order to evaluate S versus N ratios, first ratios for each feature were defined separately by simply dividing S-responses over N-responses for every given feature. S:N ratios were visualized by log2 transformation for ease of interpretation. Differences across convalescents and deceased were then tested with a one-sided Mann-Whitney U test and a Holm-Bonferroni multiple hypothesis correction criterion.

In order to address whether the overall S-response was enriched over N-responses in the convalescents across all features tested, all data was background corrected and z-score normalized. Then the number of S-features which were greater than their N-counterparts across every feature were summed. This analysis yielded a distribution of individual S greater than N scores for each group and statistical differences were assessed using a one-sided Mann-Whitney U test.

Supplemental Information {#app2}
========================
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